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To all whom it‘may concern: 
Be it known that I, GEORGE E. SANFORD, 

a citizen 'of the United States, 
Ghicago, 
Ill'llJOlS, have invented certain new and use 
,ful Improvements in Liquid~Separators, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 

This invention relates to that class of-cen 
trifug'al. machines known in r the art as 
“ liquid~separators” which are adapted to 
separate whole 'or'fresh milk, sugar ‘liquids, 
fruit juices, sugar 'or, syrup from sugar beet, 
sorghum plimt, maple sap or the like, which 
liquids are -to be separated into constitueht 
parts o'f different speci?c gravities; and the' 
mvention consists of the parts‘ and construc— 
tions and combinations of the parts herein- 
after fully described,. illustrated in the 
aocornp '_ ying drawings and particularly 
‘pointed out in the appended'plaims; 
" Impurities in liquids are now commonly 
removed ‘by ?ltering, precipitating, decant 
ing and skimming. In the present instance, 
the impurities are removed from theliquid 
by running-‘the liquid through a rapidly re 
volving drum wherein‘ the centrifugal force. 
.geiieratedby'the motion of the drum,'acting 
in unison, with theforces of the di?'erent 
speci?c gravities of the substances ‘in the 
liquid ‘and the liquid itself will force those 
having a- greater speci?c gravity than the 
liquid to gravitate toward and be deposited 
at the periphery of the drum where they 
will be retained by disks, and those having'a 
lighter speci?c gravity the?‘ the liquid will 
gravitate and be depositeé at the axis and 
be retained by disks, the clari?ed liquid be 
ing drawn oil through an opening midway 
between the periphery and the axis. ' 
The drum is so arranged that when the 

spaces between the disks are ?lled with im= 
purities the drum can be cleansed by ?ush 
mg and the impurities washed out,ror..the 
disks can be withdrawn and cleaned, if de 
sired. ‘ 

In the accompanying drawings forming 
art of this specl?cation, and in which simi 
ar. characters of reference denote corre 
sponding parts—Figure 1 ista vertical sec-v 
tional view of the invention in operative 
condition indicating the separation of the 
Iiquids‘of-differentspeci?c gravities. Fig. 
2 IS a similar view illustrating the in‘ention 

, with its parts assembled ‘forthe flushing or 

residing at ‘ 
in thp'county of Cook and State of 

‘and at its up 

rotate with the shaft 

cleansing operation. Fig. 3 is a horizontal 
sectional view. Fig.4 is a top plan view. 

_ Refer-rm now more "particularly to. the 
accompanying drawings, the reference char 
acter 1 indicates a drum mounted for rota 
tion upon the central shaft 2 which is 
mounted at its lower end in the bearing 3 

er end through a supporting 
part 4, the said shaft bein provided with a 
longitudinal bore 5 exten ing substantially 
throughout its entire length and at its upper 
~end provided with a funnel 6 which has 
communication with said here for a pur 
pose presently explained, the said central 
shaft also having sets of openings 7 leading 
from its bore to the interior of an internal‘ 
drum 8 mounted within the outer drum 1 
and rotatable with the latter upon said 
shaft 2. 
The drums are arranged so that thcv may 

driven through any suitable power " (not 
shown), and which may have connection 
with the drive ulléy 9 secured to the upper 
end of the'sha , 2, as'shown. 
Two sets of shelves 10 and 11 are remov 

ably'and slidably secured to the inner ‘sure 
face or walls of the outer- and inner drums 
,1 ‘and 8, respectively, and preferably .in 
alineinent. These shelves 10 and 11 m be 
secured in '> position by connection with the 
inner walls of the drums, but are preferably 
supported loosely against the drums hy the 
"uprights 12 and 13, respectively, which are 
provided with a plurality of notches 14 and 
15, respectively, for the reception of the 
corresponding edges of said shelves. These 
shelves 10 and 11 are adapted to retain the 
heavier impurities, as shown in heavy lines 
in Fig. 1. 

Likewise disposed against the outer sur 
-face of the inner, drum 8 is a plurali of 
shelves 16 which are further supports by 
the uprights 17 provided with notches 18 
to receive the outer edges of said shelves, the 
character 19 indicating another lurality of 
shelves which are secured to t e shaft‘ 2‘ 
with their peripheries ?tted 5in the notches 
20 of the uprightsupporting elements 21. 
The plurality of shelves 16 and 19 retain 
the lighter impurities, as shown by the 
heavv lines in‘Fi . 1. 

.. 

2 when the latter is ’ 
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through an opening 23 disposed at the top 
of the inner drum and centrally thereof, the 
incoming liquid falling upon the shelf 19’ 
disposed above the central vertically alining 
shelves 19, passes between the shelves 11 
and 19, there being sets of shelves 24 dis 
posed immediately- beneath the openings or 
passages between the shelves 11 and 19 so as 
to arrest the flow of liquid and separate the 
‘current to assist in separating the impuri 
ties as the liquid passes downwardly toward 
the bottom of the inner drum. As shown, 
the inner drum is spaced at its lower end 
from the bottom of the outer drum so that 
the liquid may ?nally pass upwardly in the 
machine between the inner and outer drums, 
as indicated by'arrows in the accompanying 
drawings, there being shelves 25 secured to 
the lower edge of the inner drum 8, which 
are wider than the before-mentioned shelves, 
adapted to hold back the liquid and force it 
between both sets of shelves 11 and 19 until 
the spaces between the latter disks are full 
of liquid. The separating shelves 24 divide 
the current, giving the impurities an initial 
start in 'the direction in which the united 
forces of the speci?c gravities and the cen 
trifu a] force is drawing them, the bodies of 
the liquid between the shelves being nearly 
at rest and the combined forces acting on 
them with the result that the heavier im 
purities are deposited between the shelves 
11 and the lighter impurities deposited be 
tween the shelves 19. The liquid ?nally 
asses under the shelves 25 at the bottom of 
he inner drum and ?ows upwardly between 
the shelves 10 and 16 arran ed between the 
inner and outer drums an at the top of 
the s ace between the inner and outer drums 
into ' uid is held back by the top of the 
outer rum until the spaces between the 
shelves 10 and 16 are full and the same ac 
tion has taken place as in the inner drum, 
the remaining impurities being deposited 
between the two sets of shelves 10 and 16, 
the clari?ed liquid ?owing out through the 
outlets 26 at the-top of the drum and which 
outlets are formed between the two remov 
able closures 27 and 28.‘ 
When the spaces between the shelves be 

come ?lled with impurities,- the drum can 
be cleaned by removing the sectional covers 
27 and 28 and subsequently removing the 
shelves and their su porting upright ele 
ments; or if. preferred), the machine may be 
cleaned or cleansed without removing the 
various arts thereof. In order to cleanse 
the mac ine without removing ‘the various 
parts I provide‘ the outer and inner drums 
1 an 8, respectivel , with vertical offsets 
29 and 30, respective y, each of which is pro 
vided with a vertical bore 31 and 32, re 
spectively, communicating with which bores 
are the a ertures 33 and 34, respectively. 

Fitted 1n the bores 31 and 32 are the valve 
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rods 35 and 36, respectively, each having ap 
ertures 37 adapted to be thrown into and 
out of alinement with the apertures 33 and 
34 of the drums, they being out of alinenient 
with the perforations of the latter during 
the clarifying operation, and in alinement 
therewith when it is desired to ?ush the 
drums. Thus by shutting oil the valved in 
let 2?. and turning on the valved inlet 37’ 
from any suitable water source, water mav 
be let into the bore 5 of the shaft 2, which 
will pass outwardly through the openings 7 
in the shaft and gradually work from the 
bottom upwardly in the outer and inner 
drums 1 and 8, respectively, incident to the 
centrifugal action of the drums passing 
through the apertures 34 of the inner drum 
and also through the apertures 33 in the 
outer drum, the valve rods 35 and 36 being 
turned so that their openings 37 may aline 
withthe apertures 33 and 34 prior to turn 
ing on the valved water inlet 37'. In this 
way, the machine may be thoroughly ?ushed 
and after flushing, the valve rods 35 and 36 
are turned so that their openings 37 will be 
out of alinement with the apertures 33 and 
34 of the outer and inner drums, respec 
tively, when the machine will be ready to 
resume the clarifying operation. 
Any suitable means may be employed for 

operatin the valve rods 35 and 36, but, as . 
shown, t 1e valve rods_36 extend through the 
top of the machine and are provided with 
the oppositely disposed projections 38 and 
39 (see Fig. 4). These projections.38 and 
39 are so arranged that during the clarify 
ing operation they will not engage the links 
40 and 41 pivoted at 42 to the pivot block 
43 and at 44 and 45, respectively, to the 
lever 46, the said projections 38 and 39 
passing between said links 40 and 41 dur 
ing the clarifyin operation. When it is 
desired to ?ush tie machine, the lever 46 
is forced inwardly, causing the link 40 to 
engage the projection 38 on each valve rod 
36 and turn the latter so that its 0 enings 37 
may aline with the openings 34 o the inner 
drum to permit of the passage of water 
therethrough. In the same way, the valve 
rods 35 of the outer drum 1 may be manip'u 
lated by the lever 47 of the same form, con 
struction and arrangement as the lever 46, 
includin the parts associated therewith, the 
only di erence being that the valve rods 35 
are extending up vardly into the outer 
drum, while the valve‘ rods 36 of the inner 
drum‘ are extended ‘downwardly. To resume 
the clarifying operation after the ?ushing 
of the machine, the levers ‘46 and 47 are 
pulled outwardly, which causes their links 
41 to engage the projections 39 of the valve 
rods and turn the latter to close the open 
ings 33 and 34 of the outer and inner drums, 
respectively, so that the clarifying of the 
liquid may be continued. It will thus be 
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understood that the valverodsiof the inner 
and outer drums may be manipulated while 
-the drums are rotating. 7 

v , ' The notches in the uprights which sup-7 
5 port'the shelves. may obviously be‘ disposed 

.‘ ntygrijous distances apart so that the shelves 
mg‘y; be arranged vadjustebly within the 

"Int-other )WOI'dS, more notches than 
, are in‘ uprights may be employed, 
In as-isobviougto. receive the shelves, so that 

vthey have ‘adjustment with relation to 
one-‘another? or together, within the drums. 
In any event,_the shelves may be readily re 
‘.Jnoved fromthe drum ‘when desired, as has 

18 been alrendjr stated. 
.‘I What is claimed is:—— > _ 

‘ .p g 1. ‘Ina. centrifugal‘ separator, an inner 
on andan outerdrum, sets'of shelves between 

_ the inner-.and-outer drums, sets of .shelves 
29 within‘ theinner’drumf and means ‘whereby 

' ., thetdrums maybe-rotated,‘ the shelves within’ 
the-inner drum- .imdf-the ‘shelves bet-Ween the 

M inner. and‘outer‘ drums 'being arranged to 
’ e?’ect u deposit of_the'heavier impurities‘ at 

25- therperipheries --ofgthe drums and the lighter 
‘ impurities atthe ‘thereof iand' permit of 

\ tliegescape of! thejr'clar'i?ed ' liquid ‘from be 
ulsnidT-deposited- iilpplll'iti?g; 

‘ if‘ :2. Inga. ‘oentrifugulsseparator; an“ inner 
‘Mrwd-Imrouterdrum; thedmms being mount 

, ed_~zrtio:_.‘rota,te,> between-the, 
‘ Q : inner-endIoutem-drumrg;undi’shelvevwitl?n;' 

I the;':inner..drum,- the shelves-being arranged’ 
uvrhe'rehy‘ onrofntion of the-drums the-im-sr 

permittedtoresca ‘ fromrth'e-"drums '. 

3; In. ‘a, oentri ‘gal'maehine; inner 
.‘ mglhnhouter-drumith‘erdnmis 'lieinggmountq'r 

: , . betweenéth'erdmms .nnd two sets-offsheltes 
, I “arranged Eiyrithing the sinner-drums one ,set 

of ; shelves ;-Iinv-the_;space hebweenn-the drums 
andbneset-offshelves in the-inner drum be 

457 ing‘nddpted=:_to-l'retuin.-thhéhhavier im urities 
‘ of vthe,=_-l1_<il_ridiand v'the-roth'er set of sh Yes he-v 
tweenl-the'di'umsfnndj-twithin the inner drum 
lieingjnditptediiogvretain the lighter impuri 
ties oft’therliquidl-lé' _ ' > \ 

50 j ‘tr-1n ‘machine, a. rotatable 
' drum,_-two of shelves in the drum, one 
,set'ofshelves-amn to retain theheav-i'er: 
impurities of the liquid and?the othersét~ 
of?shelves being arranged to‘: retain.‘ the. 
lighter impurities of the uid duri ‘w ‘rota 
tion of the-drum, and ano er set of’s elves 
coiiperating the aforesaid-shelves to‘ 

and divide .the?ow of'liquidvbetween 
- .said"other_-_setsiof.shelves.<_ n. . h ‘ v 

_5, Inn ‘.centrifugnlj separatorz en" sinner: 
ands-u outer drum, the'drums-be vmount- 

Ned fol-‘rotation 'together,->..two-sets_ o l'shelves 
arranged between the drums,’ two of" 

. . shelves 0. ' _ withinl'thei inner drum,.one 

55 

65 set of shelves 111' the spaoe betweenthe 

a 

'hemg airran ed to retain the heavier im 
purities‘ am? the other sets of shelves be 
tween the drums being arranged to retain 
tin1 lighter impurities, one set of shelves in 
the inner drum being adapted to retain the 
heavier impurities and one set therein be 
ing adapted to vretain the lighter impurities, 
and a set of shelvescoiipemtin'g with each 
of the aforesaid two sets of shelves to are 
rest and divide the eurrent to give the im 
purities in the liquid an initial niovernent in 
thediz‘ection in which they are to be de 
gmsu'xd. V ' _ 

6. In a centrifugal separ?tor, a rotatable v 
inner drum and a. rotatable outer drum,‘ 
spaced apart, shelves‘ arranged in the spaee 
between the drums, and s elves arranged 
within the inner drum so that theliquid 
may, pass over the shelves of the” inner drum 
mid upwardly in the space --between ‘the 

70 

76. 

l 85 ‘Cll‘illllS and be acted; upon by the shelves in 
its passage through the inner drum and up‘ 
wel‘dly "through ‘the space between t 'e‘ 
drums to‘; pirate:- the. heavier and‘ lighter 
im‘purities v1" much other and from the liq~ 
ui - and deposit the impurities upon 0' 
site. sides 9 "the ‘liquid, thereby; the liquid‘in its, ‘assage through ve inner 

ugly between the drums in. 
eident to'the centrifugal force generated by 
rotation ‘of i‘the'drums ‘and 'thle contéet hi the 
liquid. 5‘ with the. disks nndfv the 
escape‘- ‘of? liquidlfrom' between 
the: eposit'ed bodies of ' ' 

i661! . l 

w 

95 

_ e?"mtatibléi?utérr€diilm» 
spaeed'fnpnrt, shelves arrnng'ed‘iiii’i‘th?mhke _ -‘ 
between the drums, shelves arranged wi in 
the'innerldrum, the inner ‘' 
shortiofirthegibottoni.gofr'f‘th?souter; drums-‘sow 
thatathe. liggtmayiiiassivqv “ lt-h‘ei‘shelves of 
theinner ' " ‘ :‘in'ethespnco 

I95 

. df‘u in 
between‘ the ‘an’ .iiietuetetlr‘upon by the 
shelvesv in - its pmge‘ through“ ' the '- inner 
drum and ,u vvardly through“ the-space be 
tween the ruins: tosseperaterthe heavier 
and lighter each-other‘and ‘ 
from‘th'e ligui Land ’deposit‘?the impurities 
upon :0Pp0Slte“'Sld€S: ofi‘theliquid, therebz 
separatlngwthealiquidriiniits throiii ' 
the innerxdrumfnnd ‘upwu ly/hetweem e~ 

incident-ito-ithe-nentrifugal :foroe gen~ 
stated-by rotation-?fths: drumsund‘ the com 
'taoLofJthe liquid with‘ the shelves-gent! per 
mittin?' thes- escape; of 1‘ the. is from tween :thedepositedfbhdiés offim'; 
‘puritiesft-andi'shelves'ferranged rtorzhold-ibaackv 
'the?ow‘ofIliquid-ftemporar?y in its psssnge 
i:Erifnn"1theiinnergr'drunr>to.thefspaeej:between~ 

110 

-_ 8.:- In .ai-nentri?igalssepfaratof,‘ @lal'?t?lh-blé-f“ 
inner. audéénrtrotetable vouteni‘iilriim @- r 

apart " shelter-{arranged in‘thespaoe 
between 'thedrumsvslielvesmrranged 'mthim ; ' 
‘the inner drumstheiinnerzdrumlterminnting?lso f 

115 ‘i 

.' liquid ‘12o. ' 
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short of the bottom of the outer drum so 
that the liquid may pass over the shelves of 
the inner drum and upwardly in the space 
between the drums and be acted upon by the 
shelves in its passage through the inner 
drum and u ‘wardly through the space be 
tween the rums, thereby separating the 
liquid in its passage through the inner drum 
and upwardly between the drums incident 
to the centrifugal force generated by rota 
tion of the drums and the contact of the liq 
uid with the shelves, shelves arranged to 
hold back the ?ow of liquid temporarily in 
its passage from the inner drum to the space 
between the drums, and other shelves ar 
ranged for cooperation with the ?rst men 
tioned disks within the inner drum and in 
the space between the drums to arrest and 
divide the liquid, thereby giving the liquid 
an initial movement in the direction in 
which they are drawn. , 

9. In a centrifugal separator, the combi 
nation with an inner and’ an outer drum 
spaced apart, means whereby the drums may 
be rotated, the inner drum having an inlet 
to receive the liquid and the outer drum 
having an outlet to discharge the clari?ed 
liquid, shelves within the inner drum and 

drums, ot- , r shelves 
arranged to retard and divide the liquid in 
the inner drum prior to its passa e to the 
space between the drums, and the ischarge 
outlet of the outer drum bein arranged to 
retard movement of the liquid to‘ force the 
liquid between the shelves whereby the im 
purities may be deposited and retained be 
tween the shelves. . 

10. In a centrifugal separator, an inner 
drum and an outer drum spaced apart, 
means whereby the drums may be rotated, 
shelves in the inner drum, and shelves be 
tween the drums, the shelves being con 
structed and arranged to permit the clari 
?ed liquid to be thrown o? while the impuri 
ties are held between the shelves. 

11. In a centrifugal separator, 
nation with an outer drum provided with 
openings in its walls, valve rods disposed in 
the walls of the outer drum for cooperation 
with said valve openings, means whereby 
the valve rods may be operated to open and 
close said valve openings, a second drum 
disposed within the outer drum with its‘ 
side walls in spaced relation thereto and 
with its side walls provided with valve open 
ings, valve rods mou _ ted in the walls of the 
inner drum for cooperation with the valve 
openings thereof, means whereby the valve 
rods may be operated to open and close the 
valve openings of the inner drum, disks dis 
posed within the inner ‘drum, shelves dis 
posed in the space between the inner and 
outer drums, and‘ means whereby the drums 
may be rotated. ~ 7 

12. In a centrifugal separator, a hollow 

the combi- - 
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shaft, having 0 en'ings communicating‘ with 
the hollow of t e shaft, an outer drum pro 
vided with valve openings in its side walls 
valve rods ?tted in the side walls of the 
outer drum for cooperation with the valve 
openings thereof, said outer drum being ro 
tatable with said shaft, means whereby the 
shaft may be rotated, an inner drum dis 
posed within the outer drum with its side 
walls in spaced relation to the side walls of 
the outer drum and whose side walls are 
provided with a plurality of valve 0 enings, 
valve rods disposed in the walls of t e inner 
drum for coiiperation with the valve open 
ings of the inner drum, means whereby the 
valve rods of, the inner drum may be oper 
ated to open and close the valve openings of 
the inner drum, means to convey water to 
the hollowrsha'ft, shelves in the inner drum, 
and shelves in the space between the drums. 

13. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable 
drum whose axis is arranged centrally therel 
of, a second drum within the ?rst mentioned 
drum and disposed in spaced relation 
thereto, sets of shelves in the inner drum, 
one set bein arranged at the periphery 
thereof and t e other set at the axis thereof, 
shelves in the outer drum, the shelves in the 
outer drum being constructed and arranged 
one set at the periphery thereof and the 
other set in spaced relation to the eri hery 
set of shelves, means for rotating t e rums 
together, and upon rotation of the drums the 
shelves effecting a deposit of the heavier im 
purities at the peripheries and the other 
shelves effecting a deposit of the lighter im 
urities and permitting escape of the clari 
ed liquid from between the bodies of de 

posited impurities. 
14. In a centrifugal separatoiltwo concen 

tric drums, means for rotating ‘the drums, 
and means at the eripheries of the drums 
within the same a a ted to e?'eet a deposit 
of and to retain the lieavier impurities sep 
arated by rotation of said drums. 

15. In a centrifugal separator, a drum, a 
second drum within the ?rst mentioned 
drum, means for rotating the drums, means 
for passing liquids through one drum and 
subsequently through the second drum, and 
means placed within said drums for retain 
ing the impurities separated from said 
liquids by the centrifugal force through the 
rotation of the drums, and permitting the 
escape of the clari?ed liquid while the im 
purities are retained within the drum. ' 

16. A centrifugal separator com rising‘ a 
drum, a second drum within the rst men 
tioned drum, an inlet to the ?rst mentioned 
drum, an outlet from the second named 
drum, a passage between the drums, means 
for retarding liquid passing through said 
drums, means for rotating the drums, and 
means for retaining impurities at both the 
periphery and axis of each of‘ said drums 
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and permitting the escape of the clari?ed 
liquid. . 

17. 'A centrifugal separator comprising a 
drum adapted for rotation,,a second drum 
within the ?rst mentioned drum concentric 
therewith and ada ted for rotation thereby, 
an inlet to said dist mentioned drum, an 
outlet from the second mentioned drum, a 
passage between the drums, means for re 
tarding the ?ow of liquids‘ through the 
drums, means for rotating the drums, means 
for retaining the heavier impuritiesthrown 
to the peripheries of the drums in rotation, 
and means for retaining the lighter impuri 
ties'at the axis of the‘drum. 

‘ 18. A centrifugal separator comprising a 
drum, means for conveying 1i uids to the 
drum, means for retarding t e ?ow of 
liquids through the drum, means to retain 
the heavier impurities thrown to the periph~ 
cry of the drum by rotation thereof, and 
means for retaining the lighter impurities 
drawn to the center of the drum by rotation 
thereof, the two last mentioned means being 
disposed directly opposite each other. 

19. In a centrifugal machine, a rotatable 
drum means constructed and arranged with 
in the drum. to retain the heavier impurities 
of the liquid, means constructed and ar 
ranged in the drum to retain the lighter im 
purities of the liquid, and means constructed 
and arranged to cooperate with both. of the 
aforesaid means to retard and divide the 
?ow of the liquid into cotiperative relation 
with both of the ?rst mentioned means. 

20. In a centrifugal machine, an inner 
and an outer rotatable drum, the bottom of 
the inner drum being spaced from the bot 
tom of the outer drum to establish communi 
cation between the drums, means con 
structed and arranged to convey the liquid 
to the inner drum, the liquid assing down 
wardly through the inner rum and u - 
wardly through the outer drum and dis 
charged from the latter, and means con 
structed and arranged within the drums to 
retain the heavier and lighter impurities 
in spaced bodies and permit the liquid to 
?ow throu h the drums between the spaced 
bodies of impurities and discharged while - 
said impurities are held in rest within the 
drums. _ _ _ .» H,‘ 

21. In a centrifugal separator, a rota 
table drum and sets of shelves disposed with- ‘ 
in the drum, one set of shelves being oppo 

site to another set of shelves and arranged 
within the drum with one set of shelves at 
the periphery and the other set at the axis, 
whereby the centrifugal force generated-by 
the revolving drum will e?'ect a de osit of 
the heavier impurities at the perip cry of 
the drum and a deposit of the lighter im 
purities at the axis of the drum and permit 
the escape of the clari?ed liquid from be 
tween said impurities. _ 

22. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable 
drum and sets of shelves disposed within 
the drum and arranged to provide spaces 
at the periphery and also at the axis of the 
drum with a vertical passage between the 
opposite spaces whereby the centrifugal 
force generated by the revolving drum will 
effect a deposit of the heavier impurities in 
the spaces at the periphery of the drum and 
a deposit of the lighter impurities in the 
spaces at the axis of the drum out of the 
path of the current of the clari?ed liquid 
and permit the escape of the clari?ed liquid 
from between said impurities. 

23. In a centrifugal separator, a rotatable 
drum and sets of shelves disposed within 
the drum, the shelves being arranged where 
by the centrifugal force generated by the 
revolving, drum will effect a deposit of 
heavier impurities at the periphery of the 
drum and a deposit of the lighter impuri 
ties at the axis-thereof and permit the es 
cape of the clari?ed liquid from the space 
between said deposited impurities, whereby 
the deposited impurities are not subjected 
to the strong current of the clari?ed liquid 
which passes through the space between the 
deposited impurities. 

24. A centrifugal liquid clari?er com 
prising a drum having a single discharge 
opening at its top, means for rotating the 
drum, and means constructed and arranged 
at the axis and also at the periphery of the 
drum to retain im urities deposited at the 
peripher and at the axis of the drum and 
arrange to protect the deposited impurities 
from the action of the clari?ed liquid which 
escapes only through said single discharge 
opening from between said impurities. 
In testimon whereof I a?ix my signature 

in presence 0 two witnesses. 
* GEORGE E. SANFORD. 
\Vitnesses: _ 

OLOF. A. CARLsoN, 
EDU. SHANAHAN. 
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